AMP Electric Uses Procore to
Secure Payments
Because sometimes ‘paperwork’ gets lost.

Payment disputes often take months, if not years to resolve. Nicholas
Boscacci, Project Manager for AMP Electric, was able to save his team
from a payment dispute with a general contractor in less than five
minutes.
AMP Electric found themselves on the wrong end of a rejected
payment application. The general contractor’s superintendent claimed
that he couldn’t find documentation of AMP Electric’s team having
worked the jobsite for an entire month. For that reason, they found no
cause for approving Nicholas’s payment request.
Nicholas immediately logged into Procore to export and email
timesheets, daily logs, and progress photos to the general contractor.
“It couldn’t have taken more than five minutes to provide proof,” says
Nicholas. “I included every detail: who was there, what day they were
there, the hours they worked, and exactly what they worked on with
timestamped progress photos. We didn’t have to try and make our
case, because the proof was all there in Procore.”
“I solved the issue quickly using Procore. If general contractors choose
to ignore our emails, RFIs, and daily logs that’s their problem, not
ours. We always have evidence of our work.”
There’s already a power imbalance when it comes to you and your
general contractor. All it takes is one lost paper, or buried email in
a superintendent’s inbox to cost you an entire project’s worth of
payment. Ultimately, it’s up to you to protect yourself with a proper
document retention plan.

Cloud-based document
managementto ensure none
of your hard works gets lost –
unlike with paper.

Timestamped photosto
capture visual evidence of
your projects progression.

For the past 15
years, AMP Electric
has been serving
the San Mateo,
CA area as a full
service electrical
subcontractor.
Project Manager,
Nicholas Boscacci,
worked hard to
relieve his team’s
communication
gaps, inefficiencies,
and reliance
on servers and
Word Document
templates by
switching to
Procore.

Detailed daily logsto
automatically save and
archive everything you need
to dispute pay discrepancies.
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